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Abstract- The introduction of service-oriented paradigm in format for requesting and expressing authorization assertions.
Grid and corresponding Web Services standards has recently de- However, the feasibility and suitability of this mechanism for
manded the evolution of access control solutions to support fine- Grid services need further evaluations through explorations
grained authorization requirements and dynamic natures derived
from Grid environments. In this paper, we present a role-based and practical experiments.authorization infrastructure for data sharing and management Grid resources are diverse in their locations, structures,
services in Grid. Our infrastructure advocates a dynamic and ownerships, access mechanisms and capabilities. From the
flexible resource-centric authorization approach with features of viewpoint of service-oriented architecture, such complexities
distributed role-based access control and systematic delegation of should be made transparent to clients through a layer of virtu-
administrative authority. The infrastructure seamlessly integrates
the existing XACML-based policy framework and authorization alization service. The Grid data sharmig and management ser-
services in the RAMARS framework. We discuss our proof- viceisdesignedtoprovidesuchaunifiedplatformfordynamic
of-concept prototype system that supports Web Services and discovery of data sources, federated and controlled access to
SAML based authorization assertions. We also describe how the the distributed data, and dynamic data replication [21]. As one
framework can be deployed in being compatible with an Open of the application development efforts, the Storage Resource
Grid Service Architecture. Broker (SRB) was introduced as a middleware application to

I. INTRODUCTION manage a variety of distributed storage resources including
file systems, archives and digital libraries [2], [20]. While the

Grid technologies have evolved towards an integrated Open SRB provides effective data abstraction and virtualization, its
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) enabling transparent ac- common method for enforcing access control is primitively
cess to Grid resources across distributed virtual organizations an ACL-based discretionary access control approach [2]. This
(VOs) [6], [7], [8]. As a result, a service-oriented approach approach, however, does not provide a fine-grained control
has been widely adopted by the Grid community to provide for a dynamic Grid environment and is neither scalable nor
a common representation for Grid resources. Resources in flexible in practice.
VOs are uniformly treated as Grid services in the form of The Role-based Access Management for Ad-hoc Resource
Web Services that provide a set of well-defined interfaces Sharing framework (RAMARS) was originally proposed as
for dynamic service creation, resource discovery, lifetime a generic approach to achieve effective access control for
management, and so on [7]. the resource sharing in heterogeneous collaborative environ-

In order to accommodate such an emerging service-oriented ments [11], [12]. RAMARS advocates a dynamic and flexible
trend, Grid security solutions need to be evolved to ensure resource-centric authorization approach with features of dis-
interpretable implementations with the OGSA Security Archi- tributed role-based access control and systematic delegation
tecture [15], [22]. Among various security functionalities in of administrative authority. In this paper, we extend this
OGSA, authorization services play an important role for both framework to demonstrate how RAMARS can be adapted
service requestors and service providers to specify fine-grained for collaborations in Grid environments enabling secure data
authorization policies and further resolve policy-based access sharing and management services. The infrastructure integrates
control decisions. On the one hand, the authorization model existing XACML-based policy framework and the authoriza-
has to be designed specifically for the targeted Grid service tion service in RAMARS framework so that the resource
to address its unique access control requirements. On the owner defines fine-grained authorization policies. And the
other hand, it is required from deployment and management designated authorization service derives and enforces access
perspectives that authorization services be pluggable to Grid decisions on the resource owner's behalf. We also discuss our
applications via well-defined protocols and interfaces [22]. proof-of-concept prototype system that supports Web Services
Recently, the Global Grid Forum (GGF) has proposed a SAML and SAML based authorization assertions. We then describe
AuthZ API [25] using SAML [16] as a standard message how the framework can be deployed in being compatible with

OGSA by exploring standard network interfaces and SAML
tAll correspondence should be addressed to: Dr. Gail-Joon Ahn, Software AuthZ APIs for requesting and expressing authorization mes-

and Information Systems Department, College of Computing and Informatics, [5
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 9201 University City Blvd., sage[2]
Charlotte, NC 28223; email:gahn@uncc.edu. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
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Users
ACLs DB MCAT user can access/create SRB datasets. And the dataset owner

Resource (PEPIP is responsible to authorize these registered users with a set
metadata authentication data location of pre-defined operations on per-user basis. When the SRB is

authorization
access request , used in conjunction with the GSI (Grid Security Infrastructure)

SRB Client SRB Server authentication [15], Gridmap files [23] have to be maintained
response in MCAT to map between a list of authenticated GSI DNs

and their equivalent SRB user accounts. As can be seen, this
method of access control is not suitable for the ever-changing

Distibuted resources users and resources in Grid VOs. It neither allows the resource
(database systems, archive storage systems, file systems )

owner to set a fine-grained policy defining who is allowed to
Fig. 1. SRB system overview do what, nor does it minimize his management workload. On

the contrary, it is an intimidating work to pre-configure the
SRB with every user in Grid VOs who is to be authorized to

we give an overview of the SRB application from which access the data resources. And the situation is getting worse
we analyze access control requirements involved in Grid when both users and resources belong to multiple distributed
data sharing and management services. We then present the VOs.
RAMARS framework with its policy framework and major Based on the above analysis, we identify several functional
system components. In Section III, we introduce the integrated requirements that authorization systems should address not
system design and prototype implementation for RAMARS only for the SRB system alone, but also for the Grid data
as an external OSGA authorization service. Brief discussions sharing and management services in general. Firstly, the au-
relevant to system integration issues are described in Sec- thorization service needs to provide effective model and mech-
tion III as well. Section IV presents related works that deal anisms for resource owners-called originators, to manage user
with authorization issues in Grid environments. Section V credentials derived from GSI. As users and resources dynam-
concludes the paper with future research directions. ically evolve in VOs, abstractions of users and privileges are

II. BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGIES needed to achieve the flexibility and manageability. Secondly,
A.ITheIStorage BAKGou ND

Brokerandauthorizationrequi
delegation should be in place to leverage a systematic way of

A. The Storage Resource Broker and authorization require- distributing and propagating resource administration to trusted
ments authorities. Thirdly, the authorization infrastructure should be

The SRB system developed by San Diego Supercomputing configured to automatically derive and enforce authorization
Center is one of the Grid applications to manage data sharing decisions based on originators' authorization policies without
across various storage devices and institutions [2], [20]. It requiring their intervention. Finally, in accommodating the
provides transparent access and management capabilities to service-oriented trend, it is desirable that the authorization
Grid data stored in file systems, digital libraries and databases component be deployed as a Grid security service allowing
across domains by supporting a logical abstraction of those it to be located and used as needed by applications through
physical data instances and a set of uniformed operations. The standard protocols and authorization message exchanges.
SRB system is a distributed system comprised of three major
components: the Metadata Catalogue (MCAT) database, the B. RAMARSframework
SRB Server and the SRB Client. The MCAT database is a RAMIARS framework [11], [12] has been proposed as
centralized repository that provides a mechanism for storing a generic solution for the resource sharing in distributed
the metadata used by the system, including the physical and collaborative environments. RAMARS advocates a resource-
logical details of the data and its replicas, the user information, centric approach to determine the scopes of collaboration
and the authorization policies in ACLs. The SRB Server is relationships without assuming any centralized administrative
a middleware application that accepts requests from clients points. In addition, RAMIARS applies a flexible role-based
and obtains the necessary datasets. In particular, it queries the approach to enable resource originators to authorize distributed
MCAT database to gather the authorized datasets and supplies collaborators and control over the resources being shared.
the results back to the client. The SRB Client is an end-user The Delegation of Delegation authority (DoD) is introduced
tool that provides a user interface to send requests to the SRB to systematically achieve user-role assignments in distributed
server. Figure 1 shows a high level architecture of the SRB environments.
system. The role-based approach provides an effective way to ab-
From the authorization perspective, the MCAT serves both stract privileges using roles. Instead of including every indi-

as a centralized Policy Decision Point (PDP) that implements vidual user, an originator could simply define his collaborative
an ACL-based discretionary access control and as an Policy sharing domain in a collection of resource sharing roles that
Enforcement Point(PEP) that enforces the authorization de- are independent from any VO definitions, such as "engineer"
cisions by controlling the user access to the physical data and "investigator". And each peer collaborator is dynamically
instances through the SRB server. An SRB account must included in the sharing domain to gain access privileges by
be created for each user in the MCAT database before the claiming their roles. To identify and assign users to these



resource sharing roles, RAMARS introduces a special type of The architecture of RAMARS framework can be segregated
administrative delegation-DoD, as another layer of authority into two domains. In the administration domain, resource orig-
decentralization to achieve the distributed role assignment. inators and DoD delegatees edit and maintain their authoriza-
Through this particular delegation, an originator could partially tion policies by using the Policy Editor toolkit. These policies
delegate the role assignment authority to other trusted third- are expected to be automatically evaluated and enforced by
party authorities. The scheme can be easily adapted into the authorization system. In the authorization domain, upon
Grid environments by delegating the user-role assignment to receiving an access request, the PEP formulates and sends an
centralized VO management authorities or services. access request along with the root RMPS policy. The PDP

The proposed ideas are realized in a set of XACML- implements a "pull" model that retrieves policies based on
based [18] authorization policy schemas that consist of the the locations referenced in the RMPS policy. The PDP then
following components: evaluates the request against applicable policies, makes an

. Root Meta Policy Set (RMPS) is a top-level policy that access decision and sends it back to the PEP for decision en-
specifies static resource attributes and the originator(s). forcement. In the RAMIARS prototype system [12], XACML-
The originator's authorization policies are independently based requests and responses are implemented as basic mes-
defined and located through policy references. This sep- sage formats that are exchanged between the PEP and PDP.
aration enables the distributed policy deployment in RA- Also, the PDP is implemented only for local interactions and
MARS system architecture. does not support network services. In the subsequent section,

. Role-based Originator Authorization Policy Set (ROA) we present how an extended RAMARS infrastructure with the
specifies real authorization policies defined by an origina- notion of Web Services provides authorization decisions for
tor. An originator defines the sharing roles for the specific Grid services through uniformed web interfaces and GGF's
resource, and delegates fine-grained access capabilities to AuthZ SAML APIs [25].
these roles. The direct user-role assignment and the user- III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
role assignment authority delegation are also specified. SAML specification [16] was proposed to provide a generalThese are specified in the following sub-policies:

purpose language as well as a communication mechanism for
- Role Policy Set (RPS) specifies a set of collaborator specifying and conveying security-related information between

roles in an originator's collaborative sharing domain, clients and servers regarding authentication, authorization de-
Each role is represented as one RPS sub-policy. cisions and attributes. With the emergence of OGSA and Grid
The permission-role assignment is supported by ref- services, the SAML authorization callout is considered as an
erencing each RPS sub-policy to a corresponding authorization solution to enable legitimate services over an
capability policy (CPS). exposed Grid service handler. In particular, the Grid service as

- Capability Policy Set (CPS) specifies the actual capa- the client, sends a SAML authorization decision Request to the
bilities associated with a given role. The role hierar- authorization service, and in return receives a SAML Response
chy can be achieved through capabilities aggregation with authorization decisions over a network channel [25]. In
by referencing the CPS of a senior role to the CPS the design of OGSA, the authorization system becomes yet
of its junior role. another "service" to provide authorization decisions as the

- Delegation of Delegation Policy Set (DoDPS) spec- PDP through standard web interfaces and SAML message
ifies the delegation of delegation authority (DoD) exchanges. In this section, we discuss how RAIARS infras-
relation so that an originator can delegate the user- tructure can be extended to provide such an OGSA compatible
role assignment authority to trusted third parties, authorization service.
such as trusted VOs.

- Role Assignment Policy Set (RAPS) specifies the A. Extensions to SAML
direct user-role assignment performed by the orig- The SAML authorization specification [16] defines a rudi-
inator. mentary AuthorizationDecisionQuery (also called Query),

. DoD Role Assignment Policy Set (DoD RAPS) speci- flowing from the PEP to PDP with an assertion returned
fies the delegated user-role assignment initiated by the with an AuthorizationDecisionStatement (also called Decision-
authority of each DoD delegatee. Statement). However, the original SAML Query is unable

In the RAMARS system design, the RMPS policy should to convey additional information that the PDP may use to
be associated with the data resource. The originator's ROA retrieve the user attributes and render a decision. In addition,
policies and the DoD delegatee's RAPS policies are encapsu- the SAML DecisionStatement returns a complete list of al-
lated in X.509 attribute certificates and maintained separately lowed actions instead of a simple permit/deny decision,
in one or more LDAP repositories across domains. In order which may significantly affect the performance of the PEP
to reduce the complexity of setting authorization policies, a in parsing the response. Therefore, we adopt two GGF SAML
Policy Editor toolkit is developed in helping originators and extensions [25] to meet the OGSA authorization requirements.
DoD delegatees articulate authorization policies, create policy . ExtendedAuthorizationDecisionQuery: it allows the PEP
attribute certificates and store them in their LDAP repositories, to specify whether a simple or full authorization decision
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information such as where the PDP may obtain the
subjects's attributes in the "pull" mode of operations. Fig. 3. Message mapping schema
SimpleAuthorizationDecisionStatement: it defines a sim-
pler response by removing the enumeration of whole
authorized actions, which in turn could improve the is encoded as the Decision attribute in the SAML SimpleAu-
efficiency for the PEP to process the response. The return thorizatinDecisionStatement. Figure 3 illustrates the mapping
of this simpler response is determined by the boolean schemas.
value of the RequestSimpleDecision attribute specified in In implementing the OGSA authorization service of RA-
the PEP's request. MARS, a network-based interface of RAMARS PDP needs

to be visible for Grid applications. As shown in Figure 4, the
B. Extensions to RAMARS RAMIARS PDP implements a network interface containing one

The efforts towards building an OSGA compatible RA- method called authorize. It accepts a standard SAML Request
MARS authorization service lie in two major extensions: the and returns a SAML Response. For the security concern of
extended message exchange between the PEP and PDP, and this method, the messages are encapsulated in SOAP bindings
the network interface implementation of RAMARS PDP. and transferred over SSL protocol.

In order to support the SAML messages exchanged between Figure 5 illustrates the detailed sequence of authoriza-
the PEP and PDP, the extensions have to be made on the tion procedures in RAMIARS authorization service, named
original RAMARS system architecture. As shown in Figure 2, RAMIARS AuthZ. The PEP formulates a SAML Request
within the OGSA authorization service scheme, the PEP has with an ExtendedAuthorizationDecisionQuery including the
to convey all information to PDP in a single ExtendedAu- requester's X.509 identity, the actions towards the resource
thorizationDecisionQuery encapsulated in the SAML Request. and the locations of originators' ROA policies. This SAML Re-
On the PDP side, the PDP has to understand such SAML quest is sent to the PDP through its network interface-AuthZ
Request and return the access decision in a SAML Response. Intf. Once the PDP's network interface obtains the request, the
In achieving these procedures while making minimum changes first step is to parse the SAML Request and gather information
to the system, two message conversions are introduced on to the RAMIARS XACML policy engine. In our design, this
the PDP side. On the one hand, the XACML Request and functionality is implemented in the Context Handler, which
the RMPS policy have to be reconstructed from the SAML is part of the RAMIARS AuthZ service itself. The Context
Request. On the other hand, the XACML Decision drawn from Handler analyzes the request to construct the RMPS policy
the PDP engine has to be converted to a SAML Response with and the XACML Request based on an XSL stylesheet that
the form of SimpleAuthorizationDecisionStatement. In our implements the above mentioned mapping schemas. Then the
mapping schema, elements of Subject, Resource and Actions in Context Handler contacts the LDAP directories specified in the
SAML ExtendedAuthorizationDecisionQuery are transformed RMPS to retrieve originators' authorization policies embedded
accordingly to the elements in the XACML Request. The in attribute certificates (ACs). These ACs are validated and
elements of Resource and SubjectAttributeReferenceAdvice parsed by the Context Handler. If the originator defines the
are transformed into the RMPS policy. For the Response DoD policy for the user-role assignment, the delegatee's policy
transformation, the Decision value in the XACML Response ACs are retrieved and parsed as well by the Context Handler.
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The next step is to leverage the policy engine to render network rather than simple data types such as "strings" in
the request against the originators' policies. The core PDP the RPC-style. In particular, the RAMIARS PEP sends the
engine evaluates the applicability of the request against the SAML Request to the RAMARS AuthZ Service as an XML
available policies. Matched policies are then evaluated to document. There is no direct mapping between the SAML
determine a positive or negative decision (i.e. permit or objects implemented in OpenSAML and the values in XML
deny). This result, in an XACML Response, is converted documents, while the PEP and RAMARS AuthZ Context
to a SimpleAuthorizatinDecisionStatement and encapsulated Handler take care of mappings of the XML data values.
in a SAML Response by the Context Handler. The response

C Discussions
is finally sent back to the PEP for the decision enforcement
through the AuthZ Intf. As we may see, the Context Handler 1) Integration of SRB and RAMARS AuthZ service: The
serves as a SAML-XACML translator while the major com- Web Services based PDP engine and standardized SAML
ponents developed in the original RAMARS is not necessarily callouts have enabled the RAMARS to serve as an external
to be changed. authorization service for the SRB system. Figure 6 depicts

an integrated architecture of SRB data sharing system with
In our RAMARS AuthZ service implementation, the autho- RAMARS authorization service. The RAMARS PEP is a

rization service is deployed in the Apache Axis SOAP engine loadable module that should be integrated with the MCAT
working with Jakarta Tomcat web server. We implemented service in the SRB system. It replaces the existing ACL-based
the SAML extensions based on an open source SAML im- authorization functionality on the resources maintained in the
plementation, called OpenSAML [10]. With Web Services, SRB system. The PEP module interacts with the RAMARS
we do not assume the client side uses Java technologies PDP through its Web Services interface. SAML requests and
and understands Java objects implemented in OpenSAML. responses are exchanged in standard SOAP envelops over the
Instead, in exchanging the SAML requests and responses, SSL protocol. In addition, the resource originators are able
the RAM\ARS AuthZ service implements the document-style to edit and maintain their personalized authorization policies
Web Services which is capable to exchange complex SAML using the RAMARS Policy Editor through its web-based
Request/Response in the form of XML documents over the interfaces.
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2) Obligated authorization decisions: Obligations are a permissions among community users based on the community-
set of instructions provided associated with an authorization specific trust relationships. Community members can access
decision statement or response. These instructions may be resources by obtaining individual credentials in the form of
targeted at the PEP to describe how a requested service, X.509 proxy certificates [9]. Another similar community-
if allowed, should be confined and monitored during its based authorization framework is realized in VOMS [1]. The
execution. In the XACML policy model, these obligations VOMS-based system differs from the CAS framework in
are encoded in the XACML Response element along with its representation of the community privileges with attribute
the permit/deny authorization decisions. As our XACML- certificates rather than X.509 proxy certificates. However, what
based policy schema and PDP engine are able to specify neither VOMS norCAS provides is the ability for the resource
and process such obligations, we omitted it in our RAMARS originator to define authorization policies while letting the
AuthZ service. Implementing such obligations would result in authorization infrastructure enforce the policies on his behalf.
finer-grained policies, yet it requires higher mutual confidence In addition, both CAS and VOMS implement the "push"
between the PDP and PEP in understanding and translating model that an extra burden has been laid upon Grid users to
these obligations, which in turn, reduces the interoperability contact the CAS or VOMS servers for authorization credentials
of the authorization service. Due to this reason, the current and push them to the resources.
GGF SAML specification does not recommend such SAML PERMIS [5] is based on Privilege Management Infrastruc-
assertions with obligations either. More research efforts and ture that leverages the role based access control. The RBAC
experiments have to be dedicated in exploring new SAML policy, in a self-defined XML format, is used to control access
extensions to achieve this goal l. to all resources within the policy domain and is composed

of a number of sub-policies. In PERMIS, policies and user
IV. RELATED WORKS attributes are held in attribute certificates. PERMIS provides

As the Grid mapfile approach for security in Globus a PDP that reads in the authorization policies and makes
toolkit [23] has various limitations in the flexibility and access control decisions. While PERMIS maintains policies
scalability, many alternative solutions such as Globus Gommu- in a centralized repository that may suffer from a single point
nity Authorization Service (GAS) [19], Virtual Organization of failure, our RAMIARS approach enables a more robust
Membership Service (VOMS) [1], and PERMS[5]V [4] [3] distributed policy deployment scheme, and the delegation of
have been proposed in the Grid community. administrative authority achieves more flexibility in providing

The GAS [19] framework segregates the administration of authorization in distributed environments. As discussed in [4],
resources from the administration of Grid communities. Every [3], PERMIS infrastructure has recently been applied in Grid
Grid community instantiates a GAS server representing that environments to provide authorization services by implement-
community and controlled by a community administrator. The ng same SAML extensions.
community administrator manages fine-grained authorization In [14], the authors proposed a design of resource broker

to integrate policy evaluation with scheduling to achieve fine-
1For example, OASIS has proposed a possible extension of SAML mes- grained access control in large Grids. The integration at the

sages to directly encapsulate XACML requests and/or responses [17]. resource scheduling layer could prevent users from sending
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